ACROSS
1. ___ score (neonatal measure)
6. Semi segment
9. Says with certainty
14. Site of many a public fountain
15. Gold, in Guadalajara
16. "American Buffalo" playwright
17. Shred manually
18. Org. involving course work?
19. Carne ___
20. Motionless
21. Booster-seat user
22. Fundamental belief
23. Inc., in Vancouver
24. Ones in a certain pool
26. Assent asea
27. More precarious
30. Watered down
33. One in a certain pool
34. Fork features
35. Writer with flair
39. Part of a Three Stooges routine
42. "Do I have to?" accompaniment, say
43. Exclude
47. Plaster of ___
49. Commonly, in verse
50. Hooch holder
51. With 54 Across, what each successive trio of circled letters might be called
54. See 51 Across
55. Some silky rabbits
58. Forces into lowly work
62. Person out of sync with society
63. Shove off
64. Puffed up
65. One headed for a secret rendezvous

DOWN
1. Periods of showers, proverbially
2. Statue bases
3. Watched in astonishment
4. Côte d'___ (French Riviera)
5. Enthralled
6. Whirlybird
7. Gas in fluorescent bulbs
8. Enjoyed the sound, say
9. Member of a Latin lover's trio?
10. Ming dynasty artifact
11. Spring (from)
12. Some long trips, or results thereof
13. Explicit, say
24. Name of the von Trapp paterfamilias
25. Protest tactic
28. Carnival prize with a topknot
29. She gave Odysseus a magic veil
31. Kiddie or chick follower
32. Blasphemy
36. Loses the audience, perhaps
37. Bit of celery?
38. Coverer of various angles?
39. Warm Springs, notably
40. Substitutes for forgotten lyrics
41. "The taking and giving of beauty," per Ansel Adams
44. GQ or Cosmo, e.g.
45. Suffix with cartoon
46. Box-office issue: Abbr.
48. Conch-shell shape
50. "Jolly, happy soul" of songdom
52. Hot under the collar
53. Augsburg article
54. Sue Grafton's "___ for Alibi"
56. Where Sydney is the cap.
57. S'more center, ideally
59. Snitch
60. "A pox on thee!"